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  interpretation,     100  ,   111  
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  legitimate authority,     110  
  mechanisms for compliance,     91  
  normal justifi cation criterion,     102  
  normative authority,     94  
  normative legitimacy of,     135–139    
  norms,     107  ,   110  
  political conception of human rights, 

and,     104–109    
  political power, exercise of,     99  
  precedents, and,     111  
  proper function,     85  
  regulate, ability to,     97  
  regulatory function,     110  
  right to rule, the,     94–109  
  rights, engagement with,     86  
  role of,     84  ,   99  
  sovereign consent,     99  
  supranational,     90  
  supranational political institutions, 

as,     136  
  treaties,     98   

  international human rights institutions,   
   see  institutions  

  international human rights law,     86–94 
  authority for interpretation,     142  
  doubly piecemeal,     21   

  international human rights regimes    
  acceptance and resistance,     1–15  
  actors,     4  
  concept of legitimacy, and,     21  
  critique,     2  
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  political decisions,     4  
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  international law    
  deliberation,     184  
  instrumental use of,     184  
  public nature of,     183  
  role of,     184  
  strategic use,     183  
  tool, as,     185   

  interpretation,     34 
  actions,     144  
  adjudicative authority,     143  
  alternatives, considering,     160  
  assurances,     155  
  authorities,     148  
  authority,     143  
  burden of proof,     157  
  cases as heuristic aids,     161  
  challenging,     157  
  competence,     156  
  comprehensive doctrines, 

and,     157  
  confl ict,     154  
  convergence of standards,     149  
  decision to follow,     142  
  deference, principle of,      see  deference, 

principle of  
  defi nition of bad,     157  
  disagreements,     154  
  domestic high standards,     147  
  duty to detect bad,     157  
  duty to take into account,     158  
  establishing reasons,     159  
  example,     145–146    
  extent,     142  
  international and domestic authori-

ties,     143  
  involvement,     154  
  jurisdiction,     144  
  learning from other states,     147  
  legitimacy standard,     146  
  liberal democratic states,     153  
  merits-only standard,     146  
  no justifi catory framework,     157  
  original intent,     158  
  overriding,     161  
  practice, in,     156  
  procedure,     157  
  qua citizens,     153  
  range of,     155  

  reason-giving,     158  
  responsibilities,     158  
  sharing common goals,     146  
  standards,     161  
  undermining,     154  
  widest representation 

possible,     160  
  willingness to improve,     148  
  wrong, getting it,     146   

  intervention, permissible,     122  
  isolationism,     153    

  judge in one’s own cause,     256–261    
  judicial review    

  concern,     272  
  defence of, need for international,   

  279–284    
  need for,     279  
  reasons for,     281–283    
  support for,     291   

  judiciary    
  capacity,     255  
  concerns,     287   

  justice,     23  
  justifi cations    

  complexity,     40     

  legal guarantees    
  relationship between domestic and 

international,     41   
  legal norms,     35 

  determining,     41  
  interpretation, and,     34  
  neglect,     36  
  piecemeal,     76  
  state, eff ect on,     43   

  legal rights    
  recognition of,     39   

  legality,     151–152    
  legitimacy,     121–135  

  alternative accounts,     135  
  ascribing,     204  
  assumptions,     166  
  authority, question of,     33  
  circumstances,     150  
  citizens’ conformity,     223  
  claims to,     209  
  coexisiting traditions,     175  
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  co-existence of reasons,     144  
  collective self-determination, and,   

  132–135    
  compliance, and,     166  
  concept,     191–202  
  conceptions,     166  
  conditions for external actors,     22  
  conferring on claimant,     207  
  connection to compliance,     173–175    
  content,     174  
  content-independent reasons,     144  
  context of problematisation,     195–201  
  decent states,     134  
  denial reasons, and,     76  
  descriptive,     217  
  disputes,     144    
  duty to obey,     220  
  empirical research, for,     222  
  exclusionary power,     199  
  expressions of,     14  
  general scope,     68  
  governments, and,     13  
  guidance for action,     222  
  hybrid standards of,     25  
  inadequacy,     225  
  increased discussions,     36  
  inequality,     66  
  insuffi  cient compliance,     14  
  interference, justifi cations for,     137  
  intervention,     135  
  justice,     135  
  justifi cation, morality or justice, not,   

  191–192    
  lack of concern,     37  
  legality, and,     151–152    
  legality, as,     88  
  ‘legitimacy talk’,     203  
  liberal principle of,     132  ,   133  ,   139  
  literature,     173–175    
  measurement versus selection,   

  195–199    
  measurements,     135  
  minimal threshold,     134  
  non-ideal theory,     21  
  normative,      see  normative legitimacy  
  objective,     217  
  objective tradition,     175  

  obligation, coercion, and,     195  
  political,      see  political legitimacy  
  political obligation,     193–195    
  political procedures,     133  
  political system,     136  
  political theory,     191  
  problems indicated by criticism,   

  12–15  
  real world context,     150  
  reasons,     145  
  reasons for action,     207  ,   208  
  relationships,     144  
  relevance,     144  
  revisiting the concept,     207–210    
  right to rule, the,     192–193    ,   220  
  scalar predicate,     138  
  scrutiny,     138  
  selection function,     198  
  single human rights violation,     125  
  sociological,     36  
  standards,     132  ,   213  
  subjective,     217  
  subjective tradition,     174  
  substantive concerns,     222  
  three-tier structure,     207  ,   208  
  threshold conditions,     197  
  toleration, and,     132  ,   134  
  torture,      see  torture  
  triadic, as,     199–201  
  value of,     144–147    
  voluntary agreement,     144   

  legitimacy, concept of    
  academic debates,     15–21   

  legitimate authority,     41–48 
  authority by whom,     58–59  
  authority over whom,     60–61  
  concept of,     42–44  
  conception of in international law,   

  44–48  
  congruence, lack of,     58  
  consent,     68–71  
  consequences of role of states,     59  
  content-independent reasons,     45  ,   63  
  coordinating authority,     62–65  
  coordination-based justifi cations,     63  
  democratic authority,     65–68  
  dependence condition,     62  
  diversity,     42  
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  domestic subjects,     56  
  extents,     56  
  free, rational agents,     60  
  global democracy,     65  
  guarantees,     67  
  horizontal relationships,     63  
  ideal-type theory,     95  
  individual autonomy, and,     62  
  international and national law, 

diff erences,     42  
  international human rights, of,     55–71  
  international relationships,     57  
  international subjects,     56  
  justifi cations,     43  
  legal security, lack of,     59  
  legal validity,     68  
  new forms of law,     42  
  non-democratic state,     62  
  normal justifi cation thesis,     95  ,   103  
  only justifi cation,     71  
  other justifi cations,     64  
  piecemeal authority,     62–68  
  pluralism,     64  
  qua offi  cials,     58  
  Razian authority,     44–45  ,   94  
  Raz’s interventionist account of 

human rights,     96–98  
  revised Razian authority,     45–48  
  role of states,     59  
  service conception,     45  
  source of obligations,     69  
  sovereignty, and,     71–74  
  state and individual,     60  
  state binding,     60  ,   61  
  state conformity,     62  
  state veil,     57  
  subjects,     55–61  
  treaties,     61     

  minimally decent human life,     122  ,   123    
  moral duties,     33  
  moral values    

  lack of consensus,     128   
  multi-level governance structures,     151    

  Nazi regime,     88  
  normative legitimacy    

  concept of,     119–121    

  conditions,     119  
  considerations, role of,     120  
  content-independent reasons,     120  
  disagreement,     120  
  institutions and,     120  
  international human rights bodies 

(IHRBs),     135–139    
  justice and,     120  
  political power,     121  
  state governments, existence of,     121   

  normative theory    
  justice,     201  
  legitimacy,     201  
  legitimate power,     206  
  need for,     201  
  refi ning concepts,     209  
  use,     206     

  overlapping jurisdictions,     11  ,   12    

  philosophical theory,     122  
  pluralist legal order    

  conceptual unity,     43   
  political conception    

  meaning,     104   
  political constitutionalism,     251–255  

  ‘nemo iudex in sua causa’, problems 
with,     256  

  capacity of courts,     255  
  compatibility of instruments,     249  
  courts, reliance on,     257  
  democracy,     249  ,     254  
  democratic legitimacy,     251  
  easiest way to realise,     261  
  existing democracy,     251  
  instrumental merit,     251  
  judicial review,     252  
  legislative scrutiny,     253  
  legitimacy,     251  
  referenda,     252  
  rule of law, and,     249  
  specialness of rights,     252  
  starting point, as,     250  
  status quo,     252  
  strong review,     254  
  weak review,     254   

  political equality,     37 
  human rights,     75  
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  meaning,     50  
  protected,     37   

  political legitimacy,     25 
  moral signifi cance of,     121   

  political obligation,     193–195    
  political power    

  manifestations of,     165   
  positivist analysis,     88  
  power    

  distinguishing,     201   
  protection,      see  democracy 

  balancing rights,     260  
  courts,     257    
  distance,     258  
  eff ectiveness,     257  
  enshrining,     258  
  failure by courts,     259     

  realist sceptics,     227  
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